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LetS and T be two disjoint semigroups and suppose that T has a zero 
element. A semigroup Vis said to be an (ideal) extension of S by T if it 
contains S as an ideal, and the Rees factor semigroup VJS is isomorphic 
to T. If, in addition, there is a partial homomorphism :n:: T\0-+ S such 
that for all non-zero elements .A, B ofT and all elements c, d of S: 
{ .AB if .AB#O in T 
.A 0 B= (.A:n:)(B:n:) if .AB=O in T; 
.A o c=(.A:n:)c; co A=c(.A:n:); co d=cd, 
(multiplication in Vis denoted by o), we say that the extension V (or its 
multiplication) is determined by a partial homomorphism. 
In this note we establish necessary and sufficient conditions in order 
that an extension V be determined by a partial homomorphism when S 
is a regular semigroup and every element of T has either an idempotent 
left or right identity. We then deduce some consequences of this result. 
We follow the notation and terminology of CLIFFORD and PRESTON [I]. 
Further references concerning extensions of semigroups can be found in 
(1] and [2]. 
Proposition 1. Every regular semigroup Sis weakly reductive. 
Proof. Let a, b ES, a=axa, b=byb, and for all z ES, az=bz, za=zb. 
Then 
so that 
a= (ax)a= (ax)b, 
b =b(yb) =a(yb), 
a=axb = (ax)(ayb) = (axa)(yb) =ayb =b. 
Theorem. LetS be a regular semigroup, T a semigroup with zero in 
which every element has either an idempotent left or an idempotent right 
identity. Then an extension V of S by T is determined by a partial homo-
morphism :n;: T\0-+ S if and only if every non-zero element .A ofT has 
an idempotent left or an idempotent right identity E such that the set 
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KE= {e E Sie<E, e idempotent}is not empty and admits a unique maximal 
element. 
Proof. Necessity. Let E be a non-zero idempotent ofT. Then 
Eo (En)=(En)(En)=En=(En)o E 
and En EKE. Further, if e EKE, then 
e(En)=eo E=e=Eo e=(En)e, 
that is, e.;;; En. Hence En is the unique maximal element of KE. 
Sufficiency. We now denote multiplication in V by juxtaposition. 
Let A be a non-zero element ofT, E an idempotent left identity of A 
(the case of a right identity is treated analogously), e the unique maximal 
element of KE, and x any element of S. Then Ax= (Ax)u(Ax) for some 
u E S since S is regular. Let t = EAxuE; then 
t2 = (EAxuE)(EAxuE) = E(Axu )(Axu )E = EAxuE = t 
and clearly t<E so that t<,e. Hence 
(1) Ax= (Ax)u(Ax) = (EAxuE)(Ax) = t(Ax) = (et)(Ax) = e(tAx) = eAx. 
Moreover, xE=(xE)v(xE) for some v ES. Let 8=EvxE; then 
82 = (EvxE)(EvxE) =E(vxE)(vxE) =EvxE =8 
and clearly 8 < E so that 8.;;; e. Hence 
(2) xA =(xE)A =(xEvxE)A=x(EvxE)A=x8A=x(8e)A 
=x(EvxE)eA = (xE)eA =x(Ee)A =xeA. 
By A.~ and e~ denote the inner left and the inner right translation of 
V induced by A, respectively; let n~ =(A.~, e~), and n~ 18 = (A.~ts' e~ 18)· 
By (1) and (2), we obtain 
xA.~ =Ax= (eA)x=XAeA 
xe~ =XA =x(eA) =XeeA, 
where AeA and eeA are the respective inner translations of S. Consequently 
n~18 = (AeA, eeA), that is, in the terminology of [2], V is a strict extension 
of S. By Proposition 1, Sis weakly reductive and thus Theorem 3 of [2] 
implies that V is determined by a partial homomorphism n : T\ 0 -+ S. 
The condition on T is a relatively mild one, it is satisfied, e.g., by 
regular semigroups or semigroups with a one-sided identity (if E is such 
an identity, it is sufficient that E alone satisfy the conditions of the 
theorem). As far as S is concerned, of particular interest are the cases 
when either all idempotents of S are primitive (completely simple semi-
groups), or S has a zero and all non-zero idempotents are primitive (mu-
tually annihilating sums of completely 0-simple semigroups, [3]). We 
thus obtain the following 
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Corollary 1. Let S be either a completely simple semigroup or a 
mutually annihilating sum of completely 0-simple semigroups, and letT 
satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Then an extension V of S by T 
is determined by a partial homomorphism if and only if every non-zero 
element A of T has an idempotent left or an idempotent right identity E 
such that there is at most one non-zero idempotent e inS under E. 
In the theorem and Corollary 1, the condition "every non-zero element 
A of T .. . " can be replaced by the simpler (and stronger) condition 
"for every non-zero idempotent E ofT . .. ". 
From Theorem 2 of [2] and the above theorem, we deduce 
Corollary 2. LetS and T be as in the theorem and suppose also that 
T is 0-simple. Then an extension V of S by T is determined by a partial 
homomorphism if and only if there exists a non-zero idempotent E ofT. 
such that KE is not empty and admits a unique maximal element. 
Combining Corollaries 1 and 2, we have 
Corollary. 3. Let S be as in Corollary 1 and T as in Corollary 2. 
Then an extension V of S by T is determined by a partial homomorphism 
if and only if there exists a non-zero idempotent E ofT such that there is 
at most one non-zero idempotent e in S under E. 
All the preceding results can be phrased by means of homomorphisms 
of V onto S leaving every element of S fixed. In fact, we have the following 
Proposition 2. An extension V of a semigroup S by a semigroup T 
with zero is determined by a partial homomorphism if and only if there 
exists a homomorphism of V onto S leaving every element of S fixed. 
Proof. If £X is a partial homomorphism determining the multiplica-
tion of V, define fJ on V by: 
- { XIX if X E V\S 
x{J- X if X E 8 • 
It follows easily that {J is the required homomorphism. Conversely, if {J 
is a homomorphism of V onto S leaving every element of S fixed, it is 
~y to see that ~X={JIT"\O is a partial homomorphism and that the multi-
plication of V is determined by ~X. 
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